
One misconfigured rule is one too many 
As your organization grows, so does the risk of   
a misconfiguration hiding within your environment. 
Despite your security team’s best efforts, it takes just 
one vulnerability to compromise your entire security 
infrastructure and open your organization  
up to extreme consequences. 

Firewall security policy assessment with best 
practices and rule suggestions 

FireMon Policy Analyzer helps reduce policy-related 
risk by outlining the security posture of one of your 
firewalls based on 6 key criteria such as the number  
of overly-permissive, shadowed, or high-risk rules. 

To aid in better understanding and improving your 
security posture, Policy Analyzer also provides 
multiple downloadable reports filled with actionable 
recommendations including overly permissive access, 
policies to clean up, and high-risk rules–all built using 
FireMon’s 20+ years of experience.
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S O LU T I O N B R I E F

Policy Analyzer
No risk, no cost firewall security policy assessment  

FireMon improves security operations that will in turn lead to better security outcomes. FireMon delivers 
industry-leading security policy management, cloud security operations, and asset management solutions.  
Our platform is the only real-time solution that reduces firewall and cloud security policy-related risks, 
manages policy changes, and enforces compliance. Learn more at FireMon.com

Requirements:
 — Access to and credentials for your firewall 

 — Docker

FireMon Policy Analyzer delivers: 
 — Assessment results in minutes with no installation, setup,  

or dedicated hardware.

 — 7 downloadable reports sharing top results of failed tests and 
recommendations on how to fix them.

 — Key metrics including overly permissive, high-risk access, vendor 
hardening, and policy quality warnings.

 — An SCI (security concern index) score that can be used to validate 
and track the results of using our recommended changes.
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